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This invention relates to refrigerating appa- . 

ratus and particularly to household refrigerators. 
In household refrigerating apparatuses, ‘the 

sulated food storage chamber containing an 
evaporator of a closed refrigerant circulating 
system and a machine compartment located be 
low the food chamber for housing the refrigerant 
circulating unit that is connected to the evapo 
rator of the closed refrigerating system. The 10 circulating unit of the refrigerating system asso 
refrigerant circulating unit within the machine ciated with the cabinet, is utilized to ventilate 
compartment compresses and lique?es refriger- food products stored in a v‘bin located, within 9. 
ant within the closed system. Others have pro- portion of the machine compartment. 
vided a draweror bin at the front of the ma- A still further object of my invention is to pro 
chine compartment and have set forth that the I5 vide a storage bin withina refrigerator cabinet 
drawer or movable bin is intended for utilization that is continuously ventilated by air circulat 
as a reservestorage for fruits and vegetables. ing therethrough and which bin projects out 
Up to the present time, however, such storage ‘ wardly from the front wall of the cabinet and 
drawers or bins have not been entirely satisfac- is provided with an open top portion, normally 
tory because the user of a refrigerator equipped 20 closed by the door of the refrigerated food stor= 
with the same has found that heat generated by age chamber and Opened 01‘ uncovered by move“ 
the refrigerant liquei’ying and circulating unit merit of the door into its open position, for per» 
soon dries out many food'products placed in the mitting 0001 all‘ from the food chamber to flow 
drawer or bin. For‘ example, the temperature into the bin to cool and ventilate the contents 
within a machine compartment of a refrigerator '25 thereof. 
cabinet often rises to 110° F. and therefore po- y In carrying out the foregoing objects, it is a 
tatoes, beets, turnips, onions, apples, pears vand more speci?c object of my invention to provide 
other food products placed in‘ the reserve storage a food storage bin at the front of a machine com= 
drawer or bin associated with the machine com- partment of a household refrigerator cabinet 
partment is heated far above room temperature 30 which bin is provided with apertures in a hot 
by heat generated by the refrigerant liquefying tom wall portion, projecting beyond the cabinet 
and circulating unit. Thus the user of a refrig- . front wall, and apertures in its inner wall for 
crating apparatus equipped with a storage draw- permitting air exteriorly of the cabinet to flow 
er or bin exposed to the heat of the machine into the bin at a point adjacent the bottom of 
compartment has been compelled to employ the 35 the cabinet and thence through the bin and the 
drawer or bin for the storage of such articles as machine compartment for ventilating the in 
pots, pans, and other kitchen utensils instead of terior of the bin and for removing heat from the 
food products. My invention is therefore direct- machine compartment. 
ed to the making of a storage bin associated with Further objects and advantages of the present 
the machine compartment of a household refrig- 40 invention will be apparent from the following 
crating apparatus practical for the proper storage description, reference being had to the accom‘ 
of food products. _ . panying drawing, wherein a preferred form of 
An object of my invention is to provide an im- the present invention is clearly shown. 

proved household refrigerating apparatus having > In the drawing: _ 
a storage bin associated with the machine com- 45 - Fig. i is a front view of a household refrig= 
partment of the refrigeratorlcabinet by permit- erator cabinet having my invention embodied 
ting air to circulate through the bin whereby therein and showing the door to the refrigerated 
food products stored therein will be properly food storage chamber in open position; 
ventilated and prevented from absorbing heat - Fig. 2 is a side viewof the refrigerator cabinet 
from the refrigerating unit mounted in the me.- 50 disclosed in Fig. 1; 
chine compartment. _ r . Fig. 3 is an enlarged vertical sectional view of 
Another object of my inventionis to provide a ' the refrigerator cabinet taken on the line 3-8_ 

household‘ refrigerating apparatus with a food of Fig. 1 showing a food "storage bin associated 
storage bin associated with the machine com-. with the machine compartment thereof; 'and - 
partment thereof which bin is so constructed and 

' cabinet thereof is usually provided with an_in- I 

55 

arranged that cool air from the refrigerator food 
storage chamber of the refrigerator cabinet will 
flow intothe bin to cool and ventilate the con 
tents when the door providing access to the food 
chamber is opened. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

a refrigerator cabinet wherein air circulating 
through the machine compartment thereof, to 
remove heat from the refrigerant liquefying' and 

Fig. 4 is a horizontal sectional view taken on 



with a condenser 23, forming a- part of 

the line H of Fig. 3 showing apertures in walls 
of the storage bin. 
Referring to the drawing, I show in Fig. 1 

thereof a refrigerating apparatus in the form 
of a household refrigerator cabinet generally rep 
resented by the reference character l0. Cabinet 
10 includes a plurality of metal walls ll forming 
an outer shell or wall surfaces of the cabinet 
and a liner member l2 within the upper portion 
of the cabinet surrounded by any suitable in 
sulating material ll (see Fig. 3) and forming 
walls of a food storage chamber l5. The walls 
ll extend downwardly beyond the insulated 
chamber l5 to enclose a machine compartment 
H5 at the bottom of cabinet 10. Front wall ll of 
cabinet l0 and the front of liner member [2 each 
have an opening therein registering with one an 
other to provide an access opening leading to 
the interior of chamber l5. An insulated door 
structure l8, having a portion l9, extending into 
the access opening of chamber i5, and a wider 
edge portion 2| overlapping the access opening 
of chamber l5 and engaging the cabinet front 
wall ll, normally closes the chamber i5. Door 
i8 is pivotally mounted about a vertical axis upon 
the front of cabinet l0 and swings horizontally 
to open the access opening of the chamber IS. 
The back wall ll of machine compartment i3 is 
provided with an aperture 23 therein (see Fig. 3) 
and the front wall I I has an opening 24 provided 
therein (see Fig. 4). Other walls H of cabinet 
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erence character 35 is pivotally mounted by 
hinges 36 upon the front wall H of 'cabinet I3 
(see Fig. 3). Bin-like element 35 comprises a 
front wall 31, a back‘wall 33, a bottom wall 33 
and two side walls 4|. The bin 35 is mounted so 
that its front portion extends outwardly beyond 
the front wall H‘ of cabinet l0 and is provided 
with a handle or knob 42 for facilitating move 
ment of same about its pivotal mountings 33. 
Bin element 35 forms a cover for closing the 
opening 24 in the front wall of machine compart 
ment l6 of the refrigerator [0. A bracket 43 se 
cured to the under side of the bottom wall of 
chamber l5 forms a stop for the inward move 
ment of bin 35 to thereby maintain the bin in 
the projected position described. A bracket 44 
may be secured to the front portion of compart 
ment l6 and disposed in the path of movement 
of the back ball 38 of bin 35 so as to be engaged 
by this‘ wall 38 for preventing the bin from mov 
ing outwardly of compartment i6, about its piv 
otal mounting beyond the fully open position 
thereof indicated by the dot-dash lines in Fig. 3, 
of the drawing. Front wall 31 of bin 35 is dis 
posed substantially in the same vertical plane 
with the outer face of the food chamber door 
IS. The open top of bin 35 or at least that por 

' tion of its top which projects outwardly beyond 

80 

I0 close the sides of the machine compartment - 
l6 and this compartment is closed at its bottom 
by the ?oor upon which the refrigerator cabinet 
rests. An evaporator 25 of a closed refriger 
ating system is mounted within- cabinet 10 and 
located in the upper portion'of the food storage 
chamber i5. Evaporator 25 is connected with a 
motor-compressor unit 26 by a conduit 21 and 

the unit, 
by a conduit 29. The elements 23 and 23 form a 
refrigerant compressing and liquefying unit, 
mounted upon suitable mounting brackets within 
the machine compartment l8, and this unit 
draws evaporated refrigerant from evaporator 25, 
through conduit 21, into the motor-compressor 
where it is compressed and forwarded, through 
a conduit 3|, to the condenser 23. Condenser 23 
is preferably vertically disposed in the space pro 
vided by the aperture 23 in the back wall I I of 
compartment l6 and a ?ue forming member 30 
is secured to the cabinet back wall for a purpose 
to be hereinafter more fully described. Heat is 
removed from the condenser, in a manner to be 
presently described, for liquefying the com 
pressed refrigerant and the lique?ed refrigerant 
is circulated through conduit 29 to the evapo 
rator 25, for vaporization therein to cause the 
evaporator to produce a refrigerating cifect with 
in' the'food storage chamber l5. The refrigerat 
ing e?ect produced by evaporator 25 cools and 
causes circulation of air within the chamber l5 
to preserve food products stored in this chamber. 
Refrigerated chamber 
superimposed food storage spaces 
of shelves 33 upon 
ported. Any conventional control device 35, 
mounted upon the unit 26, may have electrical 
connections with a suitable switch (not shown) 
actuated in response to the temperature produced 

by a plurality 
l5 may be divided into 
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65 
which the food may be sup- , 

70 
by the evaporator 25 for controlling the starting . 
and stopping of the motor-compressor as is well 
known in the art. 
In the present disclosure of a food storage bin 

like element, represented as a whole by the ref 75 

' teriorly of compartment 

60 - 

the front wall of cabinet [0 is normally covered 
or concealed by the bottom edge portion 2| of 
door It when this door is in its closed position. 
A plurality of substantially round spaced apart 
apertures 43 are provided in the back wall 38 of 
the bin element 35 and a plurality of spaced apart 
elongated apertures 41 are provided in the pro 
jecting bottom wall portion 39 of the bin. 

According to the 
of the bin-like element 35 is continuously ven 
tilated and various food products may be stored 
therein without danger of absorbing heat from 
the machine compartment l5 and being dried out. 
,In the normal use of the apparatus, food prod 
ucts of various kinds are stored within the bin 
35 and air, of a temperature of from 65° to 75° 
F., from the room in which the‘rei'rigerator I0 is 
located, circulates through the apertures 41 in 
the bottom wall 35, into the bin and 
around foods therein and out of the bin 35 
through the apertures 46 in its back wall 33. 
The air entering the machine compartment l5 
through the bin 35 sweeps over the motor-com 
pressor 23 and over the condenser 28 in its pas 
sage out of the compartment 16 through the 
aperture 23 in its back wall ll. Air ?owing from 
compartment it enters the ?ue 30 wherein it 
rises and ?ows therefrom back into the room. 
This thermo-syphon circulation of air takes place 
due to the relatively low temperature of air ex 

IB near the floor or at 
the entrance to the bin, as compared to the 
higher temperature, say for example, 90° to 100° 
F. of air within compartment l8 and caused by 
heat generated by the refrigerant circulating unit 
disposed therein. .It is, of course, to be under 
stood that a fan could be mounted within the 
machine compartment l6 and operated simul 
taneously with operation of motor-compressor 26 
to augment this air circulation or to force the air 
through the bin 35 and machine compartment 
IS without departing from the spirit of the pres 
ent disclosure. The substantially continuous 
flow of air through bin 35 and machine compart 
ment l3 ventilates the contents of the bin and 
maintains food products stored therein at ap 
proximately room temperature. In other words. 

present invention, the interior ' 
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the contents of bin 35 are prevented, by air cir 
culating through the bin, from absorbing the 
high temperature of compartment i6 and the 
food products are thereby prevented from being 
dried out by heat generated by the refrigerant 
liquefying and circulating unit. 
In addition to the continuous how of air 

through bin 35 and around foods stored therein, 
my invention provides for the cooling of the con 
tents of the bin when the door It of the refrig 
erated food chamber I5 is opened. As before 
stated, the door it, when in its position to close 
the access opening of chamber l5, normally closes 
or conceals the open top portion of bin 35 which 
projects outwardly beyond the front wall ll of 
cabinet i0 and when this door it is opened, the 
projecting open top portion of bin 35 is normally 
disposed in the path of cold air which escapes from 
the refrigerated food chamber IS. The cold air es 
caping from chamber i5, when door it is opened 
?ows downwardly around the front edge of the 
bottom wall of chamber it through the open top 
projecting portion of bin 35 into the ‘bin to cool 
the contents thereof and to aid in ventilating‘ 
food products stored in the bin.v Cool air circu 
lating into the bin may ?ow out of the bin 
through either of the sets of apertures It and 4‘? 
in the walls thereof. Cool air flowing through 
the apertures 55 in the back wall 88 of bin 35 ab 
sorbs heat from compartment i6, motor-com 
pressor 26 and condenser 28, and ?ows outwardly 
of the compartment through the aperture 23 in 
its back wall into the flue 8i! and upwardly 
therethrough. 
From the foregoing it will be‘ apparent that I 

have provided an improved household refrigerate 
ing apparatus wherein food products stored in a 
bin disposed in the machine compartment there 

- of are prevented from absorbing heat from the 
refrigerant liquefying and circulating unit located 
in the compartment and are thereby prevented 
from being dried out by such heat. My inven 
tion renders an auxiliary or reserve food storage 
bin in a refrigerator cabinet practical and usable 
for the proper storage of foods and eliminates 
the old practice of utilizing such a bin for the 
storage of pots, pans and other kitchen utensils. 
By ventilating a reserve food storage bin in the 
manner herein disclosed, foods stored therein are 
maintained substantially at room temperature 
and will not attain such a high temperature as 
is frequently found to be existing within the ma 
chine compartment. The feature of permitting 
cold air which escapes from the lower portion of 
the refrigerated chamber, when the access door 
thereto is periodically opened, to ?ow into the 
vegetable storage bin,~cools the contents thereof 
below‘ the temperature of the air in the room in 
which‘ the refrigerator cabinet is located insures 
proper ventilation and preservation of foods 
placed in a storage bin- disposed beyond the re 
frigerated chamber. ' 
Whilethe form of embodiment of the invention‘ 

as herein disclosed, constitutes a preferred form, 
it is to be understood that other forms might be 
adopted, all coming ,within the scope of the claims 
which follow. , 

What is claimed is as follows: a f 
1. A refrigerating apparatus comprising in 

combination, a cabinet having a plurality of walls ' 

3 
. mounted within said machine compartment and 

20 

connectedto said evaporator for circulating a re 
frigerating ?uid therethrough, ,said‘foo’d' storage 
chamber being provided with an access opening 
in the front thereof, a door for normally closing 
said chamber access opening, the front wall of 
said machine compartment having an opening 
therein, a bin-like element movably mounted 
upon said cabinet and forming a cover for the 
opening in said machinecompartment wall, the 
front of said bin-likeelement being located out 
wardly beyond the front wall of said cabinet, at 
‘least that portion of the top of ‘said element lo 
cated beyond the front wall of said cabinet being 
open, and said open top portion of said element 
being substantially closed by a bottom edge of 
said door-when the door is in its closed posi 
tion and opened when said door is moved into 
open position to permit cool air from said food 
chamber to ?ow into said bin-like element for 
cooling the contents thereof. , 

2. A refrigerating apparatus comprising in - 
combination, a cabinet having a plurality of walls 

" forming a food storage chamber therein and a ma 
chine compartment below the food chamber, an 

. evaporator of a closed refrigerating system 
mounted within said cabinet for cooling the food 
storage chamber, a refrigerant liquefying unit 

a . 
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0 . 
mounted within said machine compartment and 
connected to said evaporator for circulating a re 
frigerating ?uid thereth'rough, said‘ food storage - 
chamber-‘being provided with an access opening 
in the front thereof, a door for normally closing 
said chamber access opening, the front wall of 
said machine compartment having an opening 
therein, a bin-like element movably mounted upon 
said cabinet and forming a cover for the opening. 
in said machine compartment wall, the front wall 
of said bin-like element being located outwardly 
beyond the front wall of said ,ecabinet, other wall " 
portions of said element having openings therein, 
at least that portion of the top of said element 
located beyond the. front wall of said cabinet be 
ing open, and said open top portion of said ele 
ment being substantially closed by a bottom edge 
of said door when the door is in its closed posi 
tion and opened when said door is moved into 
open position to permit cool air from said food 
chamber to flow into said bin-like element and 
outwardly therefrom through the openings in 
said other wall portions thereof. 

3. A refrigerating apparatus comprising in 
combination, a cabinet having a plurality of 
walls forming. a food storage chamber therein 
and a machine compartment below the food 
chamber, an evaporator of a closed refrigerating 

' system mounted within said cabinet/for cooling 
the ‘food storage chamber, a refrigerant liquefy 

' ing unit mounted within said machine compart 
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70 
forming a food storage chamber therein and a ‘ 
machine compartment below the food chamber, 
an evaporator of a closed refrigerating system 
mounted within said cabinet for cooling the food 
storage chamber, a refrigerant liqucfying unit 76 

went and‘ connected to said evaporator for cir 
culating a refrigerating fluid therethrough, said 
food storage chamber being provided with an 
vaccess opening in the front thereof, a door for 
normally closing said chamber access opening, 
the front wall of said machine compartment hav 
ing an opening therein, another wall of said ma 
chine compartment being provided with an aper 
ture therein, a bin-like element movably mount 
ed upon said cabinet and forming a cover for 
the opening in the front wall of said machine 
compartment, the front wall of said bin-like ele 
ment being’located outwardly beyond the front 
wall of said cabinet, at least 'that‘porti'on of the 
top of said- element located beyond‘the front 
,wall of said cabinetbeing open, the inner wall 



4 
of said element having apertures therein, and 
said open top portion of said element being sub 
stantially closed by a bottom edge of said door 
when the door is in its closed position and opened 
when said door is moved into open position to per 
mit cool air from said food chamber to ?ow into 
said bin-like element and outwardly thereof 
through the apertures in its inner wall into said 
compartment and thence outwardly of the com 
partment through the aperture in said another 
wall thereof. 

4. A refrigerating apparatus comprising in 
combination, a cabinet having a plurality of 
walls forming a food storage chamber therein 
and a machine compartment beyond the food 
chamber, an evaporator of a closed refrigerating 
system mounted within said cabinet for cooling 
the food storage chamber, a refrigerant liquefy 
ing unit mounted within said machine compart 
ment and connected to said evaporator for circu 
lating a refrigerating ?uid therethrough, one side 
wall of said machine compartment having an 
aperture therein and another side wall thereof 
being provided with an opening, a bin-like ele 
ment movably mounted upon said cabinet and 
forming a cover for the opening in said another 
wall of the machine compartment, and said bin 
like element being so constructed and arranged 
as to permit air exteriorly of said cabinet to cir 
culate therethrough into said machine compart 
ment and outwardly of the machine compart 
ment through the aperture in its said one side 
wall whereby the circulating air ventilates the 
interior of said element and removes heat from 
said machine compartment. 

5. A refrigerating apparatus comprising in 
combination, a cabinet having a plurality of walls 
forming a food storage chamber therein and a 
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machine compartment below the food chamber, - 
an evaporator of a closed refrigerating system 
mounted within said cabinet for cooling the food 
storage chamber, a refrigerant liquefying unit 
mounted within said machine compartment and 
connected with said evaporator for circulating a 
refrigerating ?uid therethrough, the back wall . 
of said machine compartment having an aper 
ture therein and the front wall thereof being 
provided with an opening, a bin-like element 
movably mounted upon said cabinet and forming 
a cover for the opening in said compartment 
front wall, at least a portion ‘of the bottom of 
said bin-like element being located outwardly 
beyond the front wall of said cabinet, said por 
tion of the bottom of said element being disposed 
above the bottom ofsaid cabinet and having 
apertures therein, the inner wall of said element 
also having apertures therein, and said apertures 
in said element permitting air from exteriorly 
of said cabinet to circulate through said bin-like 
element into said machine compartment and 
outwardly thereof through the aperture in its 
back wall. , 

6. A refrigerating apparatus comprising in 
combination, a cabinet having a plurality of walls 
forming a food storage chamber therein and a 
machine compartment below the food chamber, 
an evaporator of a closed refrigerating system 
mounted within said cabinet for cooling the food 
storage chamber, a refrigerant liquefying unit 
mounted within said machine compartment and 
connected to said evaporator for circulating a 
refrigerating ?uid therethrough, said food stor 
age chamber being provided with an access open 
ing in the front wall of said cabinet, a door for 
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wall of said machine compartment hav 

ing an aperture therein and the front wall there 
of being provided with an opening, a bin-like 
element movably mounted upon said cabinet and 
forming a cover for the opening in the front wall 
of said compartment, the front wall and at least 
a part of the bottom of said element being located 
outwardly beyond the front wall of -said cabinet, 
at least the top portion of said element outwardly 
beyond the cabinet front wall being open and 
normally closed by a bottom edge of said door, 
said bottom part of said element being disposed 
above the bottom of said cabinet and having 
apertures therein, the inner wall of said element 
also having apertures therein, the apertures in 
said bottom part and said inner wall of said ele 
ment permitting air from exteriorly of said cab 
inet to circulate through said element into said 

the back 

>machine compartment and outwardly thereof 
through the aperture in its back wall, and said 
door when moved from its normally closed posi 
tion into open position uncovering the open top 
portion of said element to permit cool air from 
said food chamber to flow thereinto. 

7. A refrigerating apparatus comprising in 
combination, a cabinet having a plurality of 
walls forming a food storage chamber therein 
and a compartment beyond the food chamber, 
an evaporator of a closed refrigerating system 
mounted within said cabinet for cooling the 
food storage chamber, said food chamber being 
provided with an access opening in the front 
thereof, a door for normally closing said cham 
ber access opening, the front wall of said com 
‘partment having an opening therein, a bin-like 
element movably mounted upon said cabinet and 
forming a cover for the opening in the front 
wall of said compartment, the front portion of 
said bin-like element being located outwardly 
beyond the front wall of said cabinet, that por 
tion of the top of said element located beyond 

- the front wall of said cabinet having an opening 

00 

therein, that portion of the bottom of said ele 
ment located beyond the front wall of said 
cabinet having an opening therein, one of the 
openings in said element permitting air ex 
teriorly of said cabinet to enter said element 
for ventilating the interior thereof, and the 
other of the openings in said element being sub 
stantially concealed by an edge of said door 
when the door is in its closed position. 

8. A refrigerating ‘apparatus comprising in 
combination, a cabinet ‘having a plurality of 
walls forming a food storage chamber therein 
and a compartment below the food chamber, an 
evaporator of a closed refrigerating system 
mounted within said cabinet for cooling the 
food storage chamber, said food chamber being 
provided with an access opening in the front 
thereof, a door fen-normally closing said cham- - 
ber access opening, the front wall of said com 
partment having an opening therein, a bin-like 
element movably mounted upon said cabinet and 
forming a cover for the opening in the front wall 
of said compartment, the front portion of ‘said 
bin-like element being located outwardly beyond 
the front wall of said cabinet, that portion of the 

' top of said element located beyond the front wall 

normally closing said chamber access opening,-75 

of said cabinet having an opening therein, that 
portion of the bottom of said element located 
beyond the front wall of said cabinet having an 
opening therein. the opening insaid portion of 
the bottom of said element permitting air ex 
teriorly of said cabinet to enter said element for 
ventilating the interior thereof, and the opening 
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in said portion of the top of said element being 
substantially closed by the lower edge of said 
door when the door is in its closed position and 
opened when said door is moved into open posi 
tion to permit cool air from said food chamber to 
?ow into said bin-like element for cooling the 
contents thereof. 

9. A refrigerator including walls' forming a 
compartment, a heat dissipating member of a 
refrigerating system in said compartment, one 
wall of said compartment having an aperture 

10 

5 
therein and another wall thereof having an 
opening therein. cover means for the opening in 
the second mentioned wall, said cover means 
comprising a bin-like element having openings 
therein, whereby air may circulate through said 
element into said compartment and outwardly 
of the compartment through the aperture in its 
one wall for ‘ventilating the interior of saidrele 
ment and for cooling said member. . 

JAMES w. JACOBS. 


